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It is commonplace for many cognitive approaches to grammar to state that they are usage-based. While the use of the term has broadened over the years, the basic idea remains, as defined by Langacker: “Substantial importance is given to the actual use of the linguistic system and a speaker’s knowledge of this use” (1987: 494). This usually includes a strong focus on storage (see for instance Goldberg (2006)) and often a very prominent role of frequency (see for instance Bybee (2007, 2010)). The two major empirically sound paradigms for data gathering – experimental and corpus research – both have their specific advantages and drawbacks so that for many research questions one of the two is the obvious choice (see however Mukherjee (2004) and Gries (2011) for strong arguments in favour of corpus use).

The present paper will illustrate what problems researchers are faced with in the case of low-frequency constructions.

For instance, if we want to find out if a certain verb or adjective allows for a certain type of clausal subject, whether extraposed or not, one may consult a corpus or ask native speaker informants, and none of the two methods seems to be inherently unsuitable for the job. Thus if we want to know if illegal takes a that-clause subject, we can craft a sentence and submit it to native speaker informants:

(1) It was illegal that she was fired just because she was pregnant.

Here, three native speakers were interviewed and two accepted it, so one may be inclined to treat the sentence as acceptable from an experimental linguist’s perspective (if the tendency also holds for a larger group of informants).

If we turn to the corpus – here, parsed corpora of the Treebank.info project (Uhrig/Proisl 2011) totalling roughly 1.5 billion words were used – we find the structure exactly once:

(2) It is illegal, degrading and inhuman that prisoners in Ireland must carry out slops from their toilet cells each morning. (news)

We can conclude that the structure practically never occurs (one may even discard the example above, where one could attribute the acceptability to the co-ordination of illegal with degrading and inhuman), while the competing to-infinitive structures occur roughly 2,000 times in the same dataset. From a corpus linguist’s perspective, one may thus be inclined to treat the structure as unacceptable (see Stefanowitsch (2006) for how to identify significantly absent structures).

Since 1.5 billion words correspond to roughly 60 to 150 years of linguistic experience of a native speaker (60 following Dąbrowska’s (2004: 19) estimates, 150 according to Aston/Burnard (1998: 28)), it is highly unlikely that a native speaker informant has ever read or heard the adjective illegal used with a that-clause extraposed subject before and it follows that cognitively no entrenchment of such a structure is to be expected. Accordingly, in this particular case, our experiment obviously did not measure usage at all. The problem will become even more challenging in the case of items for which all competing constructions are relatively rare.

The paper will present further evidence to show that researchers relying on one of the two major research paradigms may benefit from double-checking their results with the help of the other to arrive at better data and more reliable data interpretation particularly in the case of low-frequency data.
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